Following the launch of Kodak's lightweight cine camera in c.1923, early amateur cine enthusiasts soon featured among the growing numbers of people able to afford overseas visits. As the Mediterranean rapidly regained its pre-war popularity as a travel destination, evidence of its more militarised character and strategic significance recur in the glimpses of veterans and uniformed service personnel, vessels, medals and border securities found in interwar amateur film footage. Deliberate filming of discord is much rarer and gives particular value to the focus here upon the work of an amateur filmmaker who visited Spain 'The tourist who goes south in winter with the swallows is the least hardy of all birds, and has almost deserted Tangier this winter. The few who remain congratulated themselves on their hardihood and twitter vaguely about the troubles over the war… ' (Spender, 1937:62) 
Introduction
For a brief interlude between two world wars, the Mediterranean region regained its role But not all the annually increasing numbers of camera-touting visitors went merely to enjoy the Mediterranean's popular pre-war appeal as a playground for the rich.
Purposeful filmmaking at home and abroad was encouraged by the specialist literature too. Championed by Rotha, Wright, Grierson and others whose names have became synonymous with Britian's documentary film movement, early amateurs were also urged record aspects of the world around them. They made films for varied religious, educational, civic, promotional, commemorative, humanitarian, work-related and other personal reasons. Inevitably, footage was sometimes tinged with the prevailing influence of a distinctively genteel and patronizing English form of middle class socialism, as found within written works of the same period, by such writers as Christopher Isherwood, Stephen Spender and George Orwell.
Such sentiments may be detected in advice offered to amateurs too. Suggestions for 'creating human stories which really matter', for example, prompted Buchanan (1937: 167) to include tips on filming in hospitals and on such current concerns as unemployment, housing and rearmament. Brunel's (1936: 4-7) appeal for 'fresh ground' likewise urges amateurs to tackle 'any of the burning topics of the moment', including religious issues and war: 'Give us ordinary people, people we can be interested in and sympathize with… something that will move us and leave a lasting impression'. While it might be misleading to overstate the level of association between Britain's intellectuals, interwar documentary filmmakers and amateur enthusiasts, the connections being made in the contemporary film literature do suggest that non professional activity should be viewed as an integral component of film history during these formative decades.
Certainly, strong parallels exist between the widening amateur search for suitable non fictional film topics and the breadth of films made during the 1930s on documentary and educational themes as well as, in the words of Rachel Low (1979) Arguably, it also indicates that, during significant years of cinema attendance, people were actively involved in creating and consuming alternative and more personally shaped forms of moving imagery about the world around them (Norris Nicholson, in progress). As the SoF distributed food and care via canteens and temporary accommodation, the need for financial assistance and supplies escalated. 'The refugee problem is of such a magnitude that we need no longer ask about the exact magnitude, nor worry about whether we are sending anything not needed' wrote Alfred Jacob, the Barcelona-based SoF representative after a visit to Valencia in November. One month later, Alfred Jacob's call for filmic coverage arrived in London: 'We have been wondering whether the time has come to take a cine film of our work here and whether it would be worth the price of the film' (original emphasis). 11 Wigham's experience as a filmmaker among the needy at home and abroad seemed to personalise the directive. Resolving the practicalities of traveling to Spain became an immediate concern. Queries about the availability of film stock and gaining authorization to travel with a camera punctuate the correspondence over the following weeks. Jacob advised
Wigham 'to bring the camera as far as he can and bring sufficient film for any pictures he wants to take. 12 Even if he has to leave the camera at the frontier, if he has the film it is practically certain that he will be able to borrow or hire a camera here, though not to Amateur moving pictures, during the interwar period, helped to circulate visions of the Mediterranean that were highly nuanced, subtle and complex as prisms for looking south.
Their production and subsequent consumption by family, friends and wider audiences, constitute an important source of visual imagery in particular socio-cultural milieus for approximately four decades. Their framing of subject matter extends beyond conservative artistic convention and popular nostalgia to offer individual perspectives on events and situations. In interwar Britain, amateur filmmakers could offer alternative imagery visual that might inform, shape and sometimes even challenge public understanding. Similarly, paradise, wherever it is located, can have shaky foundations too. From this exploration of amateur film practice, the Mediterranean's twentieth century metamorphosis into a tourist pleasure garden was no exception. As Spender's words suggest at the start, conflict, apart from those that went in search deliberately, was more preferably kept at a distance.
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